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In Summa Theologica, Thomas Aquinas distinguished « the vice of curiosity »
from « studiousness » as the reason is studiously focused on the object.
Although « the knowledge of truth is good in itself, this does not prevent
a man from misusing the knowledge of truth for an evil purpose, or from
desiring the knowledge of truth inordinately.»1
However from an etymological viewpoint, the word « curiosity » has not a
pejorative connotation. It is a derivation of « cura » (Latin) which means
« to take care of something ». The curious person cares.2
In Trévoux dictionary, « curiosity » is composed of attention, desire and
the passion of knowledge, « curiosus, cupidus, studiosus ».3 Curiosity
motivates the desire of knowledge as much as it helps to apprehend the
world, and besides, it means at the same time « the state of the subject
and the nature of the object »4, the object as a curiosity.
Cabinets of curiosities appeared in Europe from Renaissance. « Kunst und
Wunderkammern reached their peak during the 16th and 17th centuries »5,
concurrently with the exploration of new territories. Cabinets of
curiosities displayed rare and peculiar objects from animal, vegetable and
mineral kingdoms, but also man-made objects.
The collections comprise four categories : « naturalia, which gathers
natural objects and creatures together […] ; exotica, which comprises
plants and exotic animals ; scientifica, which groups the scientific
instruments ; artificialia for the objets created or modified by
humans.[…]. »6
During the 18th century, curiosity gives way to science. Cabinets of
curiosities have been progressively replaced by Cabinets of Natural
History. « We moved from curiosity, enhanced by rarity, to research of
series. »7
From the Enlightenment, collections have been rationalized and methodically
tidied. « Each object has its own denomination »8, the elements are
labelled and placed into display cases. « A cabinet of Natural History is a
condensed version of whole nature. »9

The decline of cabinets of curiosities has been intitiated in the 19th
century. They gradually have been replaced by institutions (Natural History
Museums).
In his personal exhibition entitled Just as the daylight was fading,
Rodrigo Arteaga revisits cabinets of curiosities, formerly owned by
intellectuals and aristocrats who were motivated by intellectual curiosity,
exploratory researches or desire to expound their erudition.
The artist borrows the animal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms from these
private collections, wandering along knowledge paths : from the private
collections to the formalization of knowledge.
Presenting « a dissection of the impetus to collect natural specimens at
the root of cabinets of curiosities and museums »10, Rodrigo Arteaga points
out the ambiguous relation between nature and culture. He reinterprets the
ways to display plants and animals: aquarium, terarium, greehouse, cabinet,
collections, illustrations…
His work Atlas of the Physical and Political History of Chile appears like
a cabinet of curiosities where are exhibited paper sculptures, from the
eponymous book by the French naturalist Claude Gay. The author dedicated
his life to illustrate life forms in Chili in the 19th century. The work
reflects « the inherent impossibility of humans trying to understand the
world by ordering it and collecting its forms. »11 The artist highlights the
importance of cabinet of curiosities for the emergence of the current
division of sciences and areas of thought.
The installation Het Wondertooneel der Nature has been created from corals
collection of Albertus Seba’s Cabinet of natural curiosities. This Dutch
apothecary (1665-1736) has amassed for years one of the most important
collection of plants, animals and insects in the 18th century. Albertus
Seba commissioned illustrations of his specimens, which have been collected
in a catalogue (4 volumes). Rodrigo Arteaga cut the corals illustrations at
the scale of the book and reorganized them from a print of Levinus
Vincent’s collection (1658-1727).
Collection of rocks is a paper sculptures installation made of photographs
of different Andes Mountains rocks. Textures and volumes resemble stones.
The sculptures are displayed like minerals in Natural History Museums
collections.
The ink drawing entitled Entomology cabinet is in line with the graphic
language of 17th century prints. For entomologists, botanists and
researchers, illustrations were and still are a medium to represent and
pass down knowledge. Furthermore, Observations on botanical illustration,
which is composed of a photograph and a drawing of a same plant, shows the
limits of botanical representation.
For his project Öekologie, Rodrigo Arteaga sculpted his living room at the
scale of an aquarium, in order to understand « our ways of
conventionalizing space and the limit between the natural and the
artificial. »12 By reproducing the habitat, the artists questions the
artificial environments in which living beings are held.

This reflection is also developped in the work Plant observatory, a scale
model of a greenhouse built in 1853 in Santiago (Quinta Normal Park). Since
1995, this National Historic Monument of Chile has been abandoned. The
greenhouse should originally contain worldwide exotic species, but nowadays
the deserted building only contains ruins of its glorious past.
Rodrigo Arteaga’s personal exhibition Just as the daylight was fading
highlights our empirical relation to nature as much as our ways to
formalize knowledge in order to comprehend our environment. By categorizing
species and naming families and branches, we rethought the human place in
nature.
If the evolutionary span of life on Earth is represented by a year of 365
days then man made his first appearance on the evening of the 31st of
December… just as the daylight was fading. It had taken some 4.000 million
years for the entrance to be made.13
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